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2.14

¨ÉÉjÉÉ º{É¶ÉÉÇºiÉÖ EòÉèx iÉä ªÉ ¶ÉÒiÉÉä¹ hÉºÉÖ JÉnÖ ù & JÉnùÉ &*
+ÉMÉ¨ÉÉ{ÉÉÊ ªÉxÉÉä%ÊxÉi ªÉÉºiÉÉÆÎ ºiÉÊiÉIÉº´É ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ** 14 **
m¡tr¡spar¿¡stu kaunteya ¿¢toÀ¸asukhaduÅkhad¡Å
¡gam¡p¡yino'nity¡st¡ÆstitikÀasva bh¡rata

Verse 14

EòÉèx iÉä ªÉ

kaunteya — Oh! Son of Kunt¢ (Arjuna); ¨ÉÉjÉ -º {É¶ÉÉÇ & m¡tr¡-spar¿¡Å — the contacts of
the sense organs with the sensory world; iÉÖ tu — indeed; ¶ÉÒiÉ-=¹hÉ-ºÉÖ JÉ-n Ö ù & JÉnùÉ & ¿¢ta-uÀ¸asukha-duÅkhad¡Å — which give rise to cold and heat, pleasure and pain; +ÉMÉ¨É-+{ÉÉÊ ªÉxÉ &
¡gama-ap¡yinaÅ — which are of the nature of coming and going; +ÊxÉi ªÉÉ& anity¡Å — not
constant; ¦ÉÉ®ú iÉ bh¡rata — Oh! Descendant of Bharata (Arjuna); iÉÉxÉÂ t¡n — them; ÊiÉÊiÉIÉº´É
titikÀasva — endure
Kaunteya (Arjuna)! The contacts of the sense organs with the sensory world that give rise to cold
and heat ,pleasure and pain, which have the nature of coming and going, are not constant. Endure
them, Bharata (Arjuna)
2.14 Sense control
* Situations do not go your way all the time, some of them favourably and many of them not so
favourably. Some situations are pleasant, others unpleasant. That which is pleasant does not last,
while the unpleasant seems to stick to me most of the time.
* The sense organs, matras, contact sense objects. And these contacts, sparsah, give you the
experience of cold, heat, pleasure, pain, etc. What is to be understood here is that the tendency to
come and go, is the nature of opposites — heat and cold, pleasant and unpleasant, and so on. —
* This is not to say that one should not make an attempt to improve a situation. But if this must
always be pleasant for you, Lord Krishna was making it very clear here that they would not be.
* The world can cause you some physical pain because the physical body belong to the physical
world. soka is a type of thinking. While physical pain is something to be endured and cured, sorrow is
something you build on.
Physical pain is not something that is totally avoidable. Sorrow, on the other hand, is something you
build onto the pain because of a particular way of thinking. This is exactly where we have to change
— cognitively.
— titikSasva,’ he was not offering advice; he was being
objective. For a person who is objective, who has a certain appreciation for what the world and its

situations are all about, there is no reason for sorrow. There are just situations to face and act upon,
whether inner or outer. There is nothing to be sad about.

2.67

<Îxpù ªÉÉhÉÉÆ Ê½þ SÉ®ú iÉÆ ªÉx¨ÉxÉÉä% xÉÖÊ´ÉvÉÒ ªÉiÉä*
iÉnù º ªÉ ½þ ® úÊiÉ |ÉYÉÉÆ ´ÉÉ ªÉÖ xÉÉÇ´ÉÊ¨É´ÉÉ¨ ¦ÉÊ ºÉ** 67 **
indriy¡¸¡Æ hi carat¡Æ yanmano'nuvidh¢yate
tadasya harati prajµ¡Æ v¡yurn¡vamiv¡mbhasi

Verse 67

Ê½þ hi — indeed; SÉ®ú iÉ¨ÉÂ carat¡m — of the moving; <Îxpù ªÉÉhÉÉ¨ÉÂ indriy¡¸¡m — of the senses; ªÉiÉÂ
¨ÉxÉ & yat manaÅ — that mind which; +xÉÖÊ´ÉvÉÒ ªÉiÉä anuvidh¢yate — follows in the wake (of); iÉiÉÂ
tat — that; + º ªÉ asya — his; |ÉYÉÉ¨ÉÂ prajµ¡m — knowledge; ½þ ® úÊiÉ harati — robs away; ´ÉÉ ªÉÖ &
v¡yuÅ — the wind; xÉÉ´É¨ÉÂ n¡vam — a small boat; <´É iva — just as; +¨¦ÉÊ ºÉ ambhasi — on the
waters
The mind that follows the wandering, senses indeed robs the person of his knowledge, just as the
wind carries away a small boat on the waters.

Mind n Sense control
* Mind follows, goes behind, the moving senses, all of which are engaged in their own spheres of
activity. The mind naturally has some fancies that one goes after as they arise. In other words, you
go along with the sense cravings.
* To illustrate this point, Krishna used the example of the wind with it capacity to take a small boat
away from its destination.
* As a ship would be completely at the mercy of the fitful storms and reckless waves, and will not
reach any definite harbour, but is destroyed by the very tossings of the waves, so too, life gets
capsized and the individual drowned, if his mind is unanchored and left to be carried hither and
thither by the uncertain buffets of passionate sense-storms. Therefore, the senses are to be
controlled if man is to live a better and more purposeful life, designed and planned for enduring
success.
* There are so many likes and dislikes. Because situations do not happen as you want, there is
nothing but concerns, one after the other. First, the pressure of likes and dislikes is in the form of
undifferentiated concern and then the concern is in the form of desire, regret, disappointment,
sorrow, despair, anxiety, and a constant sense of loss.
* Then mind has no time for seeking the permanent relief from all these problems, that is the
pursuit of Self- knowledge

2.58

K¤À¸a described the same person further in the next verse:

ª ÉnùÉ ºÉÆ ½þ ®úiÉä SÉÉ ªÉÆ EÚò¨ÉÉæ%ƒóÉxÉÒ´É ºÉ´ÉÇ¶É & *
<Îxpù ªÉÉhÉÒÎxpù ªÉÉlÉæ¦ ªÉ º iÉº ªÉ |É YÉÉ |ÉÊiÉÊ¢öiÉ** 58 **
yad¡ saÆharate c¡yaÆ k£rmo'´g¡n¢va sarva¿aÅ
indriy¡¸¢ndriy¡rthebhyastasya prajµ¡ pratiÀ¶hit¡

Verse 58

ª ÉnùÉ

yad¡ — when; SÉ ca — and; + ªÉ¨ÉÂ ayam — this person; EÚò ¨ÉÇ & k£rmaÅ — turtle; +ƒóÉÊxÉ
a´g¡ni — limbs; <´É iva — like; <Îxpù ªÉÉlÉæ¦ ªÉ & indriy¡rthebhyaÅ — from sense objects;
<Îxpù ªÉÉÊhÉ indriy¡¸i — sense organs; ºÉ´ÉÇ¶É & sarva¿aÅ — completely; ºÉÆ ½þ® úiÉä saÆharate — is
able to withdraw; iÉº ªÉ tasya — his; |ÉYÉÉ prajµ¡ — knowledge; |ÉÊiÉÊ¢ö iÉ pratiÀ¶hit¡ — is steady
When, like the tortoise which withdraws its limbs from all sides, he withdraws his senses from the
sense-objects then his Wisdom becomes steady.

* Even for the knowledge to be steady, he or she must be able to withdraw the sense organs from
the sense cravings at will.
* The senses themselves are not turbulent; they only report and they keep reporting because it is
their nature to report. Because the senses are a means of knowledge, a pramana, it is their job to
report what is happening. You or your uninformed mind only develop liking, craving or missing if
you don’t get them.
* The verse under discussion here refers to the person who is able to withdraw the senses at his or
her will in order to gain steadiness in the knowledge of the self. When a person is able to gain or
command the capacity to dismiss fancies at will, then his or her mind-set will be ready for this
pursuit, goes only by what he or she wants, meaning what is considered to be right, and is not
dictated by fancies. .
* Sense pursuits do not happen for such a person without his or her signature and sanction. This
person will then be able to gain jnana
* Krishna used the example of a turtle, kurma, with reference to withdrawing the sense organs. Just
as a tortoise can, even at the most distant suggestions of danger, instinctively withdraw all its limbs
into itself, and feel safe within , a man with his will can consciously withdraw all his antennae that

peep out through his five arches-of-knowledge, called the sense-organs. In the theory of perception
in Vedanta, the mind Bearing the consciousness, goes out through the sense-organs to the senseobjects, and, there it takes, as it were, the form or the ‘nature’ of the sense-objects, and so comes to
gain the & “knowledge” of the objects perceived.
* Similar to the turtle, a human being is not helpless in the hands of the senses because the person
also has a thick shell into which he or she can withdraw. You can see a hundred different things
without wanting any of them. You simply see them in the same way as you see nature. What do you
want out of them? Nothing.
* The information in this verse is provided in order to understand how the mind and senses are
meant to function.

3.37

¸ÉÒ¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉÖ ´É SÉ*
EòÉ¨É B¹É GòÉävÉ B¹É ®ú VÉä MÉÖ hÉºÉ¨ÉÖ‘ù´É & *
¨É½þÉ¶ÉxÉÉä ¨É½þÉ{ÉÉ{¨ÉÉ Ê´Érù¬äxÉÊ¨É½þ ´ÉèÊ®úhÉ¨ÉÂ ** 37 **
¿r¢bhagav¡nuv¡ca
k¡ma eÀa krodha eÀa rajogu¸asamudbhavaÅ
mah¡¿ano mah¡p¡pm¡ viddhyenamiha vairi¸am

Verse 37

¸ÉÒ¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ ¿r¢bhagav¡n— Lord K¤À¸a; =´ÉÉSÉ uv¡ca — said;
B¹É & eÀaÅ — this; EòÉ¨É & k¡maÅ — desire; B¹É & eÀaÅ — this; GòÉävÉ & krodhaÅ — anger; ®ú VÉäMÉÖ hÉ-ºÉ¨ÉÖ‘ù´É & rajo-gu¸a-samudbhavaÅ — born of the gu¸a, rajas; ¨É½þÉ¶ÉxÉ & mah¡¿anaÅ — a
glutton; ¨É½þÉ{ÉÉ{¨ÉÉ mah¡p¡pm¡ — a great sinner; <½þ iha — here in this world; BxÉ¨ÉÂ enam — this;
´ÉèÊ®úhÉ¨ÉÂ vairi¸am — enemy; Ê´ÉÊrù viddhi — know
ár¢ Bhagav¡n said:
This desire, this anger, born of the gu¸a rajas is a glutton and a great sinner.
Know that to be the enemy here in this world.

Power of desires (Lust);
* In this verse, Bhagavan told Arjuna that what impels a person to do an action of papa is but a
thought. The want becomes so complete that whatever wisdom may be there, telling you that what
you want is not good for you, is silenced. In this way, kama can be very powerful.

person whose love has been rejected can even become violent towards the object of his or her love.
It is not like the love that one has for the stars, the moon, the sky, etc. There one’s mind has no
demands as to how they should be or should not be. The mind totally accepts these as they are and
enjoys them as they are. Therefore this kind of love does not cause any problem. This is not the case

with a kama that is demanding, and therefore binding. This binding kama can be called by many
names. In the beginning, it is called ‘want,’ then ‘passion,’ and then ‘anger’ — all these are born out
of rajoguna. Kama as krodha, anger, was referred to here as mahapapa, a great sinner, because it is
the cause of those actions that a person regrets for his or her entire lifetime. Such actions have to be
paid for and kama alone is the cause. Not the atma, body or senses. Kama never says, ‘Enough!’ Of
course, its fulfillment may be enough for some time, but eventually the kama will start up again. Like
fire, kama always wants more; it will never say, ‘Enough!’ Therefore, there is no possibility of kama
coming to an end.

3.38

vÉÚ¨Éä xÉÊµÉ ªÉiÉä ´ÉÊáþªÉÇ lÉ nù¶Éæ ¨É™äôxÉ SÉ*
ª ÉlÉÉä± ¤Éä xÉ ´ÉÞiÉä MÉ¦ÉÇ ºiÉlÉÉ iÉäxÉänù ¨É ´ÉÞiÉ¨ÉÂ ** 38 **
dh£men¡vriyate vahniryath¡dar¿o malena ca
yatholben¡v¤to garbhastath¡ tenedam¡v¤tam

Verse 38

ª ÉlÉÉ

yath¡ — just as; ´ÉÊá&þ vahniÅ — the fire; vÉÚ¨Éä xÉ dh£mena — by clouds of smoke; +ÉÊµÉ ªÉiÉä
¡vriyate — is covered; +Én ù ¶ÉÇ& ¡dar¿aÅ — the mirror; ¨É™äôxÉ malena — by dust; SÉ ca — and; ªÉlÉÉ
yath¡ — just as; MÉ¦ÉÇ& g arbhaÅ — foetus; =± ¤Éä xÉ ulbena — by the womb; +É´ÉÞiÉ & ¡v¤taÅ —
covered; iÉlÉÉ tath¡ — so too; iÉä xÉ tena — by that; <nù¨ÉÂ idam —this; +É´ÉÞiÉ¨ÉÂ ¡v¤tam — is covered
Just as the fire is covered by clouds of smoke, just as a mirror is covered by
dust, and just as a foetus is covered by the womb, so too, knowledge is
covered by desire.
3.38
* Even though fire is self -revealing, prakashatmaka, being effulgent and requiring no light to be
seen, still the smoke coming from the fire can cover the fire itself. In the same way, one&#39;s
discrimination, viveka — knowledge of what is to be done and what is not to be done — is covered
by kama, which is born of the mind alone.
* Krishna provided two other examples here — a mirror covered by a coat of dust and a foetus
covered by the womb. The mirror and foetus are not seen. You have to take a wet cloth and wipe
the mirror clean, which requires both will and effort.
* With a little viveka, a little discretion, you can dismiss the binding desires. There are always so
many fancies going on in your head, but they need not hold you for any length of time. It is like
walking through a department store. You may see many things that you would like to buy, but you
just walk away without buying any of them — which is just as well because, if you fulfilled every
fancy, your home would become the department store! Some force of will may be necessary to
dismiss the desire. The example of the unborn child in the womb is much stronger in that the time
factor, kaala, must also sometimes be taken into account with reference to not giving into one’s
desires. The covering illustrated in this verse is binding desire and its modifications.

3.39

+É´ÉÞiÉÆ YÉÉxÉ¨ÉäiÉä xÉ YÉÉÊxÉxÉÉä ÊxÉi ªÉ´ÉèÊ®úhÉ*
EòÉ¨É°ü{ÉähÉ EòÉèx iÉä ªÉ n Ö ù ¹ {ÉÚ ®äúhÉ xÉ™äôxÉ SÉ** 39 **
¡v¤taÆ jµ¡nametena jµ¡nino nityavairi¸¡
k¡mar£pe¸a kaunteya duÀp£re¸¡nalena ca

Verse 39

EòÉèx iÉä ªÉ

kaunteya — Oh! Arjuna; YÉÉÊxÉxÉ & jµ¡ninaÅ — of the wise; ÊxÉi ªÉ´ÉèÊ®úhÉ nityavairi¸¡ — by
the constant enemy; EòÉ¨É°ü{ÉähÉ k¡mar£pe¸a — whose form is desire; ca—and; n Ö ù ¹ {ÉÚ ® äúhÉ duÀp£re¸a
— insatiable; BiÉä xÉ +xÉ™äô xÉ etena analena — by this fire; YÉÉ xÉ¨ÉÂ jµ¡nam — knowledge; +É´ÉÞ iÉ¨ÉÂ
¡v¤tam — is covered
Knowledge is covered by this insatiable fire of desire, the constant enemy of
the wise, Kaunteya (Arjuna)!

* The knowledge is said to be covered by the enemy in the form of kama, By the kamas that are
difficult to fulfil
* There is no such thing as fulfilling all your desires so that after retirement there will be none
remaining.
* This sense is like a perpetual spring from which all desires flow. New desires will keep flowing to
the surface.
* kama is nityavari for the discriminative because it is a consistent enemy. Before and after acting,
they know that the desire will not benefit them in anyway.

3.40

<Îxpù ªÉÉÊhÉ ¨ÉxÉÉä ¤ÉÖÊrù®ú º ªÉÉÊvÉ¢öÉxÉ¨ÉÖ S ªÉiÉä*
BiÉèÌ ´É¨ÉÉä½þ ªÉi ªÉä ¹É YÉÉxÉ¨ÉÉ´ÉÞi ªÉ näùÊ½þ xÉ¨ÉÂ ** 40 **
indriy¡¸i mano buddhirasy¡dhiÀ¶h¡namucyate
etairvimohayatyeÀa jµ¡nam¡v¤tya dehinam

Verse 40

<Îxpù ªÉÉÊhÉ indriy¡¸i — senses; ¨ÉxÉ & manaÅ — mind; ¤ÉÖÊrù & buddhiÅ — intellect; + º ªÉ asya
— its; +ÊvÉ¢öÉxÉ¨ÉÂ adhiÀ¶h¡nam — location; =S ªÉiÉä ucyate — is said; B¹É & eÀaÅ — this; BiÉè &
etaiÅ — with these; YÉÉxÉ¨ÉÂ jµ¡nam — wisdom; +É´ÉÞi ªÉ ¡v¤tya — covering; näùÊ½þxÉ¨ÉÂ dehinam —
person; Ê´É¨ÉÉä½þ ªÉÊiÉ vimohayati — deludes
Its location is said to be the senses, mind, and intellect. With these, it ( k¡ma) deludes the person by
covering his or her wisdom

3.40
* Krishna had told Arjuna that Actions are usually only improper with reference to the means used
for gaining a desired end. The end is very rarely wrong, whereas the means are often compromised.
* The villain in all of this is not a force outside your-self. Nor is it your-self. It is kama, desire. Kama
alone is what creates the havoc. But kama is only inimical when it is binding in nature. Thus, with
reference to various ends, kama impels various types of physical actions, perceptions, and
experiences. Knowing where desire is located makes it possible to do something about it. Example :
Investigation agencies keep records on habitual thieves based on certain repetitive patterns of
behaviour, how they operate, where they spend their time, .The body, mind, and senses also do not
have wants as such, but the wants involve all these locations. Senses are said to be the adhiSthana of
kama. Through the senses, desire can also be fulfilled. Without the mind, manas, there is no want;
thus mind is also the location, adhiSthana, for kama. The manas is the one that creates the fancies
that are the beginning of kama. Thus, with reference to kama, the manas, the buddhi, and the
senses are places of operation. The deluded ego, foolishly identifying with the body, desires senseenjoyments. Thoughtlessly identifying with the mind .Exercise your capacity to curtail or stop the
senses whenever you want something that does not benefit you. What you can do, however, is to
keep a certain distance between yourself and your likes and dislikes. In other words, you need not
deliver yourself to them. Do not fall prey to your simple fancies and wants. Always look into yourself
and see what is proper. Is it feasible, necessary, and useful to fulfil a particular desire? Is it proper?
Instead of simply buying it, consider first how useful it is in terms of your priorities. Having weighed
all the factors, you can then go with the desire or not go with it. To manage your desires in this way,
you need to be very alert, as Krishna points out in the next verse.

3.41

iÉº¨ÉÉk´ÉÊ¨ÉÎxpù ªÉÉh ªÉÉnùÉè ÊxÉ ªÉ¨ ªÉ ¦É®ú iÉ¹ÉÇ ¦É*
{ÉÉ{¨ÉÉxÉÆ |ÉVÉÊ½þ Áä xÉÆ YÉÉxÉÊ´ÉYÉÉxÉxÉÉ¶ÉxÉ¨ÉÂ** 41 **
tasm¡ttvamindriy¡¸y¡dau niyamya bharatarÀabha
p¡pm¡naÆ prajahi hyenaÆ jµ¡navijµ¡nan¡¿anam

Verse 41

¦É®ú iÉ¹ÉÇ ¦É bharatarÀabha — Oh! Prominent among the descendants of Bharata (Arjuna); iÉº¨ÉÉiÉÂ tasm¡t
— therefore: i ´É¨ÉÂ tvam — you; +ÉnùÉè ¡dau — at the outset; <Îxpù ªÉÉÊhÉ indriy¡¸i — sense organs; ÊxÉ ªÉ¨ ªÉ
niyamya — controlling; Ê½þ hi — indeed; BxÉ¨ÉÂ enam — this; YÉÉxÉ-Ê´ÉYÉÉxÉ-xÉÉ¶ÉxÉ¨ÉÂ jµ¡na-vijµ¡nan¡¿anam — the destroyer of knowledge and wisdom; {ÉÉ{¨ÉÉxÉ¨ÉÂ p¡pm¡nam — sinner; |ÉVÉÊ½þ
prajahi — destroy

Therefore, Oh! Arjuna, controlling the senses at the outset, destroy indeed
this sinner, the destroyer of knowledge and wisdom.
* If you do not go with the wants as they arise, they will not continue to come up indefinitely.
* As long as I have a distance between myself and my ragas and dveSas, I (likes & dislikes) can decide
to go with them or not to go with them. Let them be there. They need not affect me at all. This is the
beauty of what is being said here. We are not trying to eliminate the wants. We only want to
maintain enough distance or space
* Because knowledge is not as easily gathered, it is considered to be our greatest treasure.
Knowledge is something that is gathered, garnered, gleaned, over a long period of time from
varieties of experiences. To take away such a treasure, therefore, is a great sin. Thus, kama is called
a papma.
*Which robs you of your real treasure, your knowledge and discriminative- power.

2.62 and 2.63

v ªÉÉ ªÉiÉÉä Ê´É¹É ªÉÉ x{ÉÖ Æ ºÉ & ºÉƒó º iÉä ¹ÉÚ {ÉVÉÉ ªÉiÉä*
ºÉƒóÉiÉÂ ºÉ ‰ÉÉ ªÉiÉä EòÉ¨É & EòÉ¨ÉÉiÉÂ GòÉävÉä%Ê¦ÉVÉÉ ªÉiÉä** 62 **
dhy¡yato viÀay¡npuÆsaÅ sa´gasteÀ£paj¡yate
sa´g¡tsaµj¡yate k¡maÅ k¡m¡tkrodho'bhij¡yate

Verse 62

GòÉävÉ‘ù´ÉÊiÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉä ½þ & ºÉ¨¨ÉÉä½þÉiÉÂ º ¨ÉÞÊiÉÊ´É§É¨É & *
º ¨ÉÞÊiÉ§ÉÆ¶ÉnÂ ù ¤ÉÖÊrùxÉ¶ÉÉä ¤ÉÖÊrùxÉ¶ÉÉiÉÂ |ÉhÉ¶ ªÉÊiÉ** 63 **
krodh¡dbhavati sammohaÅ sammoh¡t sm¤tivibhramaÅ
sm¤tibhraÆ¿¡d buddhin¡¿o buddhin¡¿¡t pra¸a¿yati

Verse 63

Ê´É¹É ªÉÉ xÉÂ

viÀay¡n — objects; v ªÉÉ ªÉiÉ & dhy¡yataÅ — for the one who dwells upon; {ÉÖ Æ ºÉ &
puÆsaÅ — for the person; ºÉƒó & sa´gaÅ — attachment; iÉä ¹ÉÖ teÀu — with reference to them;
={ÉVÉÉ ªÉiÉä upaj¡yate — is born; ºÉƒóÉiÉÂ sa´g¡t — from attachment; ºÉ ‰ÉÉ ªÉiÉä saµj¡yate — is born;
EòÉ¨É & k¡maÅ — desire; EòÉ¨ÉÉiÉÂ k¡m¡t — from desire; GòÉävÉ & krodhaÅ — anger; +Ê¦ÉVÉÉ ªÉiÉä
abhij¡yate — is born; GòÉävÉ iÉÂ krodh¡t — from anger; ¦É´ÉÊiÉ bhavati — comes; ºÉ¨¨ÉÉä½ þ &
sammohaÅ — delusion; ºÉ¨¨ÉÉä½þÉiÉÂ sammoh¡t — from delusion; º¨ÉÞÊiÉ-Ê´É§É¨É & sm¤ti-vibhramaÅ —
loss of memory; º¨ÉÞÊiÉ-§ÉÆ¶É iÉÂ sm¤ti-bhraÆ¿¡t — from loss of memory; ¤ÉÖÊrù- xÉÉ¶É & buddhi-n¡¿aÅ
— ruin of the mind; ¤ÉÖÊrùxÉ¶É iÉÂ buddhi-n¡¿¡t — from ruin of the mind; |ÉhÉ¶ ªÉÊiÉ pra¸a¿yati — one
is destroyed
In the person who dwells upon objects, an attachment is born with reference
to them. From attachment is born desire and from desire, anger is born.
From anger comes delusion and from delusion comes the loss of memory.
Because of the loss of memory, the mind becomes incapacitated and when the
mind is incapacitated, the person is destroyed.

Ill effects of anger.
* Every desired object has its own peculiarities, its enticing qualities and desirable attributes, this
includes people also. The object say, a carpet, furniture etc,. or person keeps coming back into your
head like set in a repeat or play-back mode. And you begin to dwell upon them.
* Meditation is the flow of thoughts about an object and anything connected to it — sajatiya-vrittipravaha.
* Once a smile comes at the thought of the object, it means that attachment has already been
established.
* Affection itself is no problem. The problem is this — whatever you like you almost always want to
possess and desire to experience. More often than not, however, the desire is not fulfilled.
* Not every desire can be fulfilled; it is not that easy. There are many obstacles that prevent the
fulfillment of some desires. The problem comes, then, when the desires. This includes if others don’t
do what you desire. Intensity of the desire is directly proportional to the magnitude of anger. Anger
develops towards the situation person who happens to be between you and what you want.
* The point here is not to avoid anger by avoiding desire. You have to remove the sting from your
desires, for which a proper attitude is very important. such an expectation is due to ragadveSas
alone and these have to be neutralised (best through maturity) to be free from anger w r to the
particular context. Because, the suppressed anger will erupts like a volcano! Once anger is there,
what happens is only too well known. Aviveka, lack of discrimination, will definitely be there. Then,
instinctual action comes automatically. From this anger comes delusion, sammoha. Because of the
delusion born of anger, loss of memory, smritivibhrama, takes place. All learning from education and
experience, right wrong discriminations all will not be remembered. Delusion is like an inner torpor,
a blackout that makes you forget the wisdom you had. Therefore, your buddhi, your intellect, is
unable to do what it is supposed to do. When a person is controlled by impulse, anything can
happen. This shows how the person has no more any control over the situation. If you do not have
discrimination, you will naturally go on meditating upon the objects, which will lead to all said
problems.
*Story of mind, monkey and monk.
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